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FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO SAVE LIVES
Ruth Lee Ltd are market leaders in the design and manufacture of training manikins, with more
than 60 years’ experience.
Our range of Water Rescue manikins have been designed in consultation with experts in the
industry, including the Royal Life Saving Society (RLSS), Royal Navy, Royal National Lifeboat
Institution (RNLI) and Surf Life Saving Australia.
We are confident these are the very best water rescue manikins available on the market.

POOL RESCUE MANIKIN
This manikin has been designed in
consultation with the Royal Life Saving
Society UK (RLSS) and is a revolutionary new
product which allows trainee lifeguards to
learn vital skills.
Once thrown into the pool, the manikin
quickly sinks beneath the surface and
lifeguards can train to retrieve it from the
bottom, tow it to the side using a variety of
towing techniques, and perfect their lifting
techniques. All using one dummy, instead
of switching between plastic torsos and live
‘volunteers’!

SURF RESCUE MANIKIN
This dummy was developed with the
co-operation of Surf Life Saving Australia as
a water rescue dummy for IRB Racing, IRB
driver training and Tube Rescue practice.
During the testing the dummy was also found
to be suitable for Jet Ski rescue training and
other general rescue scenarios.
Its arms are held aloft to make it easier to
spot and then drag on board a moving boat.
It is the perfect tool for perfecting speed
and technique in IRB racing as there is no
danger to the dummy, compared to using live
volunteers.
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SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS
We would be pleased to offer advice on our range
of water rescue training products.

01490 413 282

MAN OVERBOARD MANIKIN
Our Man Overboard manikin is one of our
most popular models. Available in a brightly
coloured high-viz fabric, it is easily spotted in
open water and comes in adult, youth, toddler
and baby sizes.
Many Leisure Centres use the baby manikin for
teaching children floating techniques and it is
a useful tool for teaching young people about
water safety,
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